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About This Game

Help Bulby in this quest to recover the stolen diamonds from the baby princess Natasha!
Bulby is a 3D Platformer game which offers either single player or coop Story Mode, and 2 different Versus Mode to play with
your friends. You can create your own multiplayer levels and (single or coop) campaign to share on the internet with the built-in

Bulby Course Editor.
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TL;DR: Wasted potential, gun modding is just stat changes with no model changes, repetitive nearly unrewarding combat.

Normal review: I can't honestly recommend Resonance of Fate (RoF).

RoF starts out rough with it's beyond terrible tutorial, explaining what happens, and not how to. The controller scheme (forget
about keyboard & mouse) is so confusing to start with it's just like they were trying to mash a keyboard into a controller.

The overall gameplay is unique, taking gameplay from for example: Valkyria Chronicles, and gun customisation from Fallout:
New Vegas \/ Fallout 4, but makes both just bland.

The reason why the gameplay for RoF is bad, is its simple, terrible handling of difficulty spikes, essentially soft-forcing you to
grind repetitive boring battles, and utterly fails with gun customisation... by not making the upgrades visible in the battles...
which just makes the upgrade system a stat upgrade, with no visual progress.

Story isn't holding up to anything, until about ~5 or something... The visual work isn't anything to brag about either, and just
seems like there was an attempt, as the nightsky is basically just copy-pasted "star clusters" randomly set in arrangement to seem
like stars, as seen in a game scene... Overall I think RoF is a wasted potential, as it tries some things, but doesn't commit to them
and wastes itself and essentially feels like it "thought" it was going to be the next "popular" game.. \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665
Epic Games store. Mildly interesting at first, but the machine learning theme is a VERY thin veneer on what feel like flawed
puzzle mechanics.

I actually got mad when I realized after spending considerable time trying to think of a way to improve my solution to a puzzle,
a gold medal was only possible after buying a 'hardware upgrade'.

Feels pretty weird for a puzzle game to have 'upgrades' that only serve to improve your score. A game mechanic best left on the
editing room floor.

That said, the puzzles feel like a very pale imitation of a Zachtronics game. I would suggest saving up for one of those instead of
this game.. honestly this game was a total fun fest filled with amazing puzzles, outstanding graphics, and all-out family fun. i
recommend 10/10. Outlaws, back in the day was legitimately one of my all time favorite shooters growing up. The cinematics
were awesome to watch and the music was top notch. When I saw that they re-released it for a newer operating system. I didn't
hesitate to buy this revisit. To check and see if it had everything the original had. I am very pleased, I only wish it came with the
soundtrack like the original hard disk CD's had. If you like westerns, you'll love this old school shooter. This was the first game
I played when I was younger; that you could have a straight up shoot out in a open world (First of its kind) western town. Words
can't describe how much I loved this game growing up.... GhostGame is a refreshingly heavenly entry into the conventionally
frustrating bullet-hell genre. Its familiar aesthetics and calming soundtrack reassure players through every zone that although
they may fail, they're still going to have a good time. When players do fail, they are given the opportunity to upgrade themselves
in various capacities. However, these upgrades are erased when you receive a game over. This adds both depth and replayability.
Every choice could mean the difference between life and death when you return to the fray, but if you do fail enough, you have
an opportunity to try a different strategy. These different strategies will be necessary, as with the amount of types of enemies
that are in the game, there's a good chance you'll be caught off guard. This all just shows how enjoyable GhostGame is, though.
Failure isn't a punishment as much as it is an opportunity. I would highly suggest purchasing it if you enjoy casual or relaxing
games, or if you want to support growing indie developers.. \u0414\u043e\u0441\u0442\u043e\u0439\u043d\u0430\u044f
\u0438\u0433\u0440\u0430 \u043d\u0430 \u043b\u044e\u0431\u0438\u0442\u0435\u043b\u044f
\u043a\u043e\u0441\u043c\u043e\u0441\u0430 \u0438 \u0438\u043d\u0442\u0435\u0440\u0435\u0441\u043d\u044b\u0445
\u0434\u0438\u0430\u043b\u043e\u0433\u043e\u0432. nice. A quiet success, but very stout for its purposes.

This game looks like a simple Centipede clone, but don't be fooled -- this is functionally Centipede III, or maybe more
accurately Centipede IV, because it adds enough to account for two sequels--which, admittedly, could have come out decades
ago, but they didn't. Also I guess it's more accurately described as a Millipede variant, since it includes many if not all of the
Millipede enemies and more.

First off, this game adapts the Centipede controls very fluidly to desktop mouse or trackball movement, which has always been
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a bit of a back-port to Centipede which expected the large arcade trackball. BUT. That's not the important part.

What the devs have done here is add some features to Centipede that were developed for later arcade games but never before
adapted to this particular vibe. To wit:

It borrows the falling capsules bit from Arkanoid, which was also ripped off by lots of Space Invaders variants over the years
but it never landed on Centipede before to my knowledge. Other elements are added from latter-day shoot-em-up games, like
selectable characters with different attributes, and bombs--although, in this game, you actually have to HIT something with the
bomb in order for it to explode.

All in all, among the straight arcaders on Steam that genuinely behave EXACTLY like oldschool cabinet arcade games, this is
one of the best I've played. A refreshing surprise that I picked up just because of its low price, but I feel like I'd have pumped
more than four quarters into this machine so I got my money's worth pretty well.. [My playtime didn't log the first time I played
it, so the ~6 minutes is only the last time I checked it.]

I'll keep this brief as not many people happen across this game. Nightstar is an indie game that looks pretty good from the store
page, but on playing it it feels like a PS3 port in both graphics and gameplay. Also to a lesser extent performance.

The game is\/was Early Access but was only updated actively for a few mere weeks after release, gradually slowed then was
never touched by the devs after about mid-2017. This makes me think of this product as abandonware.
It does have an interesting premise, and PC has a severe shortage on space dogfighters like this, but it's barely a game. I
genuinely feel bad not many people bought this, but maybe it was going to be abandoned no matter how many people paid.

As I read in a discussion post, developers *seem to have* taken down the store highlighted 'update coming soon' news post,
almost covering up there was a 'major' update on hold almost two years... But at least they didn't do that scummy thing of
"releasing" from Early Access when they abandoned a product like some have done.

I'd refund if I could - it wasn't expensive but I just don't want the game and my money would have had better use as trading
cards or something. I feel guilty owning it.
If the game was finished to the image described, I'd happily pay like eight times the price and not refund, but I don't endorse
abandonware at all. I will remove this negative review if the devs ever stir from hibernation.

Unfortunately the very nature of waiting over a year for an update means that I'm no longer elligible for Steam refund, and a
part of me wonders if that's intentional. At least I can review.. EDIT: I've gotten through just about everything now and have
eventually decided to stop playing altogether. I have nothing more positive to say about the game and my opinions remain
unchanged.

Let me say first off, the music is awesome, the graphics are great, this game clearly has a lot of time put into it to make it look
good. From what they were trying to execute I can understand what they're doing. But that is immediately where the praise stops
because this game is a non-enjoyable amount of infuriating.

- The gameplay: Dub Dash is an edgy and trippy rhythm game where you avoid obstacles to the beat of the music, or so it
seems. The first thing you will notice is that the controls get very strict, especially in more dense sections of levels, because if
you slip up once and start going off beat then there's absolutely no way to recover until the obstacles slow down. Additionally, as
someone who has played a multitude of rhythm games, Dub Dash has fairly mediocre syncing to the beat of the music they use.
In almost every single level I've played I've had to hit my buttons ever so slightly earlier than oncoming measures in order for
my racer to remain on beat. I'm also really not cool with how some of the sections play out. There's a flying section that I feel is
completely absent of any rhythm mechanics and turns into a mediocre space flyer game with very slippery controls. There's also
the maze segment, which is a lot less enjoyable than it appears to be because instead of using the directional keys to move in that
direction you're just limited to the left and right controls (like all of the other segments), which makes things really awkward
when you're going in the opposite direction, and of course I shouldn't even have to go into detail on what might as well be called
the "Flappy Bird" segment, which features gameplay I can only describe as "exquisite." If this is supposed to be marketed as a
rhythm game then all of the non-rhythm segments (the flying and flappy bird segments, for example) need to be scrapped from
here permanently. There are so many different play styles here it all just feels exceptionally inconsistent and choppy. If you're
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going to make a rhythm game you need to keep it a rhythm game. Of course you can mix things up as long as it retains a
consistent theme all throughout, but this is not the way to do it. The way I see it this is just a poor combination of different ideas
that didn't have a leg to stand on on their own, and it shows extremely well in the presentation.

- Practice Mode: If you're having trouble beating a certain level then you can enable practice mode, where you can crash as
many times as you want and still restart from the last checkpoint. That sounds really helpful, right? Unfortunately there's one
huge problem with it. The actual game music doesn't play when you practice. So if, for example, you wanted to practice the
song Milky Ways then it's not going to play that song and instead play the generic menu music throughout the level, and because
the songs have differing BPM values that throws the entire level off sync. For a game that's all about rhythm and staying on beat
this is 100% counter-intuitive and often makes the practice mode harder than the actual level.

- The life system: If you crash you can resume right at the last checkpoint you reached, which again sounds really helpful doesn't
it? Unfortunately there's a limited amount of times you can do this, as denoted by the amounts of hearts you have. What
happens if you run out of hearts? You have to start all the way from the beginning of the song, sort of like running out of lives in
Super Mario and having to start from the beginning, which doesn't sound so bad until you realize your hearts don't refill if you
run out and have to start over, and if you're playing a level for the first time without any prior knowledge of what the rest of the
map looks like then you'll be expending these hearts exceptionally fast. The only way to refill your hearts is to complete
monotonous challenges outside of the main game mode. These "challenges" involve completing a repetitive map that is just as
long as the normal levels, and you have to beat these challenges without crashing once, which proves to be just one big chore
when it comes to doing something as simple as getting extra lives. You may also notice that as you unlock more main levels the
challenge stages get more needlessly difficult, adding more tedium to, once again, something as simple as getting more lives. I
should also mention that the life limit caps at 15, thus preventing you from farming up to a much more acceptable amount. In all
honesty I think the game as a whole would be so much better if the whole lives concept was scrapped altogether and just allowed
you to always respawn at the last checkpoint. Repetition does NOT count towards challenging gameplay. It would be a lot more
fun if it worked more like Rhythm Heaven, where you can make as many mistakes as you want and play all the way up to the
end of the song, and then you get a rating based on how well you performed.

Overall from what I've played Dub Dash has proven to be very disappointing to me, which I in turn also find to be disappointing
because the game has so much going for it. Unfortunately the way it controls and plays has left me quite bitter. It is not a good
game, it's all flashy with nothing of substance to show, and it has utterly failed as a rhythm game.
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How horrible of me, to have forgotten to write a review for this game. Go and play it.

Greed Corp is a great example of a game with a few, simple mechanics that is easy to learn and harder to master. I liked most
things about it - the low count of units and associated rules, the gameplay mechanics (especially the collapsing terrain), the
visual style. 10\/10 will buy for my friends, too.. het is very amazing, finally the dutch pack :). Hi,
I was interested in this game since its release, but I wanted for some decent sale to buy it. I bought it 3 days ago, a played some
time (I finished the campaign) and, as a coop veteran, I'd like to write my opinion about it, hoping that maybe someone near the
devs will see it and maybe take notes.

Let's start with the pro:

Gameplay is valid.

It's funny and intuitive.

I had no doubts about it tho, it's a well tested gameplay format.

The level design is pretty good. The path it's easy to follow, the arenas are well structured, the secrets are both easy to
find and easy to miss.

The setting is very interesting, reminds me of "The Mummy" (1999 movie) and Serious Sam.

There's a nice variety of enemies.

Traps are goooood. It's not a common thing is coop game and I like them, because are efficient and easy to use.
Game is well optimized.

Cons:

There is a complet lack of endgame. Or even midgame. There's just really no reason to keep playing after the campaign
is done, except for the fun of shooting mummies, that after some time vanishes too.
There are a lot of potentials ways to implement some kind of grind/farm mechanics here, for example: levels on
weapons (that could unlock gems' slots), lore about enemies every X enemies of that type killed, tiers of gems that
requires gems of lower tier to be merged together (ex. 2 T1 Quickfire Gems = 1 T2 Quickfire Gem etc), incrementing
the power of the gem at every tier, weapons' skins on every X kills or X levels, etc etc.
There are really dozens of alredy multiple tested ways to implement grind and farm and they are all easy to think.

Even if there is a nice variety of enemies, truly there are only 4 types: meele (splitted in armoured and unarmoured),
ranged (that are basically all the same, only difference it the projectile they shoot), runners and miniboss (minotaur). It's
a coop ffs, where are the disablers? Without them everyone is basically fighting by himself and there isn't a "team", but
just a bunch of guys that happened to have the same objective.
Also the enemies should have some type of resistance and weakness with certain types of weapons, for example heavily
armored mummies should be weak against bolt action and/or semiautomatic, while being extremly resistant against smg
and pistols. That could have pushed the players to organize a party with some logic, enforcing the "team" aspect of the
game, and actually use the stations that allow them to change equip while still in the map. I mean cmn, you give me the
possibility to change equip MIDGAME and no actual reason to do so? Just why?

The gun system is bad. Without considering that some DLC guns are basically buffed version of base game guns (no
problem with that tho, it has always been a coop thing), they all feels the same.
There are only 3 types of primary weapons (shotguns, smg and bolt action/semi automatic rifles). Bolt action and semi
automatic should feel different but the actually feel the same. Also they shouldn't be usable by every characters imo,
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every one should have access to a shared pool of weapons but still have some specialized weapons that fit their passives.
Or some characteristic weapon like an Assegai for the african chick.
And what about some meele primary weapon like a Katana for the japanes guy? Or a whip for the rodeo guy? Endless
possibility here.
The secondaries are a joke. Their damage is a joke, their accuracy is a joke, they all feel the same. I'd rather have some
particular weapon with limited ammo, like a sawed off shotguns to pair with a bolt action, rather than a nearly useless
version of my primary with endless ammo.
Also ammo are everywhere and there are very poor occasion, mainly the boss fights, where the player will end the
primary's ammunition, so the pistols are actually useless.

The base price is way too high considering what this game offers. There are other coop games that offers more for 2/3
of the price, sometimes even less. Why should anyone buy a "coop" AAA game for 50€, that in the brightest scenario
could offer 30/40 hours of gameplay, while there are 30€ indie developed coop that could offers hundreds of hours of
gameplay?

There is clearly a massive assets' recycling here that could and should have been developed better considering the price.
It's a shame, the setting is very interesting and could have been a blast not for gameplay originality but for the entire
game setup.
I bought the deluxe edition for 22€ and I still feel kinda scammed, the game feels rushed in everything but the maps and
the gameplay. If it was described as coop campaign game I'd have no problem with it, but right know is advertised as a
coop with replayability, that currently is very poor. Let's hope for future updates but hope is little, just too much work to
do.

My grade is 5/10.. Worse than default aircraft.
Flight on rails.
Not up to payware standards.. The DLC contains 36 soundtracks (background music), 6 wallpapers (different in size) and
artbook (70+ pictures and some information about characters, locations and graphics).

OST isn`t something important and valuable because it works for your joy only when you`re playing the game. It was packed for
people who really want to collect all sounds from Soul Gambler.

Wallpapers are fantastic and every fan or liker of the game can be happy about it. The one con that they`re aren`t so bright on
your working table than in a gallery.

Artbook is the best part of DLC and can help you to know how Faust are played by us nowadays and which work was done for
it. Short information about arts is also useful to better understand the proccess of making visual novel.. I loved the Atari 2600
module, however the alternatives back in the late 70s were few :-). In older times this would have been THE GAME, but
nowadays I sadly have to admit, that the gameplay is outdated. For me very little fun, now and then nostalgic feelings, but not
enough to recommend this game.. This is an interesting take on the breakout type of game. It's nice and slick, it runs really well
on lesser computers, and really balanced. With a combination of beautiful visuals, and a glorious soundtrack, the atmosphere is
perfect. It's fun to play, whether you aim for a high score, or just to enjoy the levels. It's not common you see a game designed
in such an elegant way.. A total Mess, very bad controlls, even the menus are almost imposible to use.
Don't worth your time even if it was free

Edit 24\/06\/2018:
Still broken, can't move, can't holster pistols, so I have to quit after 2 min.
But now it's free, ysou you can try it yourself ...
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